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Identity Protection Program
Plymouth Rock has teamed up with CyberScout, a leader in identity theft and online fraud protection,
to offer you the Identity Protection Program. This practical suite of cybersecurity solutions keeps you
and your family one step ahead of identity thieves.

Why You Need Identity Protection
Getting your identity stolen is a traumatic experience. Purchasing our
Identity Protection Program can prevent an attack from happening in the
first place — or help you recover quickly after an attack.
This is especially important in today’s world, where online threats are
more pervasive than ever.

Your Basic Protection
The following coverage is included with your standard Plymouth Rock homeowners policy, so you’re
automatically protected:
ID Theft Resolution and Recovery Service
If you’re the victim of an ID theft incident, this free coverage will:
• Put you in touch with a personal advisor to guide you through the recovery process
• Reimburse standard expenses you incur while resolving an ID threat incident
• Provide you with educational resources so you can learn how to minimize risks
• Offer you proactive guidance to help protect against identity theft

Add Even More Protection
You can add these optional coverages to your policy for even greater security and peace of mind:
ID Theft Monitoring

ID Theft Expense Reimbursement

• T
 racks your online presence to identify online
threats; alerts you to potential issues

• Reimburses expenses that aren’t covered by
your standard ID Theft Resolution and Recovery
Services (such as hiring lawyers)

• G
 ives you easy access to a web portal so you
can view reports and spot fraud that can impact
your credit
• C
 ontinually scans for compromised data so
you get around-the-clock protection

• These extraordinary expenses are covered
up to $15,000
• Cost: $30 annual flat fee per household

• Cost: $20 annual flat fee per household

Stay ahead of
identity thieves.
To sign up for ID Theft Monitoring
or ID Theft Expense Reimbursement,
call Plymouth Rock directly or
find an agent.*

*In MA, these coverages are offered exclusively through independent agents.
Identity Protection Program is underwritten by CyberScout. Actual coverage is subject to the language in the CyberScout contract. Terms and conditions apply.
Plymouth Rock Assurance® and Plymouth Rock® are brand names and service marks used by separate companies that write and manage property and casualty
insurance in multiple states pursuant to licensing arrangements. Each company is a separate legal entity that is financially responsible only for its own insurance
products. Actual coverage is subject to the language of the policies as issued by each separate company. Some discounts, coverages, payment plans, features,
and benefits are not available in all states. To view all state licensed insurance companies, click States Licensed & Disclaimers.
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